Abstract. Interactions among game units can be conveniently described by fuzzy measures and integrals. Focusing on Warcraft, there are several good results of unit selection strategy evaluation for a genetic algorithm that search in plan space. However, this kind of evaluators are suffered from high complexity in fuzzy measure determination. In this paper, we novelly combine Extreme Learning Machine(ELM) and Fuzzy Integral(FI) to achieve a fast evaluation of game strategy. Experimental comparison demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method in both time and accuracy.
Introduction
Real time strategy(RTS) games is a genre of computer war-games which does not process incrementally in turn. The core of this game is to build up an army with appropriate unit combination which can gains massive destroy power in a short time. Specially, feature interactions are proofed existing among different unit types [1, 2] , which offer a large variety of fundamental AI research problems such as decision making under uncertainty [3, 4] and adversarial real-time planning [5] .In this paper, we concentrate on how to evaluate different unit combinations rapidly and a combination of ELM and FI with real game data is introduced .
Our technical contributions are:
-A new fuzzy integral named mean-based fuzzy integral (Me-based FI) is developed to calculate the intergraded power of different unit combinations. It allows us to capture all related unit types and average the related effectiveness accurately. -A novel structure of ELM is developed to learn CI and Me-based FI. In particular, we introduce a novel set selection mechanism to reflect the complex nonlinear relation in the model.
In section 2, we briefly introduce the fuzzy measure and integral. Section 3 details the Fuzzy Extreme Learning Machine(FELM) for unit combination strategy evaluation. We then provide detailed experimental analysis of our technique in section 4. Finally, we have the conclusion in section 5.
Basic Concepts

Fuzzy Measure
In order to overcome the limitations of classical measure, fuzzy measure replacing the additive property with weaker conditions as monotonicity [6] . The definition of fuzzy measure is shown as follows: Definition 1. Let (X, F ) be a measurable space. A fuzzy measure is a real-valued set function μ : F → (+∞, −∞) that satisfies the following criteria:
Set function μ is regarded as a signed efficiency measure if it only satisfies the condition (MM1) [7] . It has the greatest representation ability but also the highest complexity. According to the definition, one requires to defined 2 n − 1 coefficients for n variables. Considering the demand of high accuracy in game, we apply it to describe the interactions among units. Each coefficient represents the combat effectiveness of corresponding unit combination.
Fuzzy Integral
Fuzzy integral is developed to integrating information with respect to fuzzy measure. Several types of fuzzy integrals have been developed for different applications [8] . Choquet integral,as 1, is the most widely used one that has attracted significant interest and success. The definition is shown as follows: Definition 2. Given a fuzzy measure μ on x. The discrete Choquet integral of a function f : X → can be defined as:
where
Methodology
Strategy Definition in RTS Games
Strategy Case={Goal, Situation, Score} Strategy is defined as arranging the army with appropriate unit selection which able to gain massive destroy power against particular enemy. "Goal" is the creation of suitable unit combination with certain proportion, e.g. 10% peasants, 30% footman and 60% rifleman. "Situation" is defined as what circumstances the player is dealing with. Cases are clustered into several groups based on different races and unit combinations. "Score" is the evaluation point provided by game system, which are adopted in learning the fuzzy measures.
Mean-Based Fuzzy Integral
Me-based FI, as 2, is designed to release the problem of interactions selection by involving all the fuzzy measure with the current unit type. It performs a better result than CI but suffers from high complexity of set selection by using GA based technique. In this research, we overcome this shortage by combining it with ELM.
Definition 3. Given a fuzzy measure μ on x. The discrete Mean-based Fuzzy
Integral of a function f : X → can be defined as:
where x i ∈ S ij and ∀x ∈ S ij ,x = 0, n is number of unit type, m is the number of set which include x i .
Design of ELM
The essence of ELM is to randomly assign the input biases, while analytically calculate the output weights by pseudo inverse of the hidden layer output matrix [9] . In this research, we aim to design the ELM model based on the equivalent forms of fuzzy integrals. With these formulas, the value of CI and Me-based FI could be expressed as a linear function that explains the relation between f value and the corresponding fuzzy measure respectively. The designed FELM model is show as 1. Generally, the learning process of the ELM algorithm contains two stages as follows, i.e., set selection stage and learning stage.
Stage 1: Set selection
In this stage, the input data will be transferred to another form based on Wang's selection algorithm [10] . The purpose is to represent the set selection process of fuzzy integrals with different information source. The set selection algorithm of CI and ME-based FI is shown as 3, 4 respectively.
whereK j = k :
n − 1, m is the number of samples, n is the number of features, and a denotes the integer part of the non-negative number α. Then, the m × n sample matrix can be transferred to a m × 2 n − 1 input matrix as follows:
.
Stage 2: Learning the fuzzy measure
Step 1: Randomly assign input weight w ij , where i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , 2 n − 1; Step 2: Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H as (5): f2, {x1, x2}) . . . wN · g(f2, {xA}) . . .
Step 3: Calculate the output weight vector β = H † T . H † is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrix H. T is the output vector with m elements. Each element is the performance score of corresponding replay file.
Step 4: The learned fuzzy measure value could be calculated as (6):
. . .
Experiment
Data Collection and Preprocessing
We select the RTS game named Warcraft III, a famous RTS game with over 7 million copies sold, as our research platform. 2,649 game files of professional one-versus-one competitions are collected from internet. Three kinds of data are collected: (i)player unit production statistics, (ii)enemy unit type, and (iii)performance scores. Five data sets with largest amount of cases are prepared as 1.
GA is a widely used technique for determining fuzzy measure due to its robustness. In this research, a comparison is conducted between our FELM and GA. In the GA algorithm, each chromosome consists 2 n − 1 fuzzy measures with n unit types. The fitness function is designed to obtain the average differences between real scores and estimated scores. The detail setting of GA please refer to [2] .
Comparison with Genetic Algorithm
All the simulations are performed in MATLAB. The machine used is an Intel Premium 4 2.3GHZ with 2GB Ram PC. 70% cases are used for training and the rest are for testing. The training time, training error, testing error are shown in Table 2 . According to the results, we provide the following analysis.
-Obviously, the ELM algorithms are extremely fast, i.e., at most 1000 times faster than GA. It should be able to meet the requirement of real-time evaluating game strategies. -In general, the training and testing errors of FELMs and GAs are similar.
Moreover, we could see that GA gets a bad result with the data set 3(i.e. the biggest data set) but ELMs able to maintain the performance. Mathematically, if the valid training data are enough, the ELM algorithm is capable of learning a entirely fitted fuzzy measure. -The Me-based FI could gets a higher accuracy than CI but time consuming by using GA . This is because it requires searching the whole power set of unit types in set selection process. The newly designed set selection algorithm of Me-based FI in ELM significantly reduces the complexity, made it with lower complexity and faster convergence than CI. Therefore, the combination of Me-based FI and ELM should be the best evaluator in four. 
Conclusion
In this research, we propose a novel strategy evaluator in RTS game by combining Me-based FI and ELM. The experimental results demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness. It appears to be a good choice of real-time evaluating different unit combination strategies in game. The future work may focus on developing an autonomous real-time systems capable of generating appropriate unit movement based on the current strategy evaluation model.
